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alphaCUT is an NC program simulator based on alphacam and developed in Japan by Licom Systems 
Corp. The same environment as your existing equipment can be configured, and interference checks can 
be carried out for NC programs that are manually assembled, use macros and are produced with CAM 
systems.
There are two main characteristics. First is the excellent drawing function. Expansion to micron units can 
be carried out smoothly without loading. Effects can be seen when visibility is required. Second is fast 
operation. By using multi-core threading, operation is possible at even higher speed. alphaCUT is a 
simulator that has excellent graphics, speed and cost-performance.

【Overview of alphaCUT】

Gantry

5-shaft trunnion

Multi-drill

Turn mill

5-axis router

Horizontal machining

5-axis laser

Lathe with CY axis

Supported machine configurations

Snout Angle Universal Universal + angle

Tel.

Category Item Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

No. of control axes 3 4 5 10

No. of simultaneous control axes 3 3 4 10

Tool diameter / length correction

No. of main axes 50 50 50 100

Attachment support N N Y Y

No. and types of tools
2000 2000 2000 2000

End-point control in 5 axes
simultaneously Y－－－

YTool axis direction tool length
correction －－－

No. of control axes 3 4 5 10

No. of lathe main axis spindles 1 1 1 1

Max. no. of turrets 1 1 1 1

Solid reading,no option

Solid reading, with option

No. of simultaneous control systems 1 1 1 1

Jig Appearance/rotation of 2D form, surface, STL, solid

Skip function settings (G31) Distance from last point of signal input prediction, amount of encroachment from skip signal ON

Work coordinate system G54-59/extension

FANUC A/B, OSP, etc.

Interpolation/
coordinate transformation

Mirror, 2D coordinate rotation, scaling, polar coordinate interpolation, cylinder interpolation, 
3D arc interpolation, involute interpolation, coil, cone interpolation, perfect circle cutting,
3D coordinate transformation

ANVIL , CADL , DWG , DXF , Google SketchUp , IGES , Postscript , Rhino , STL , VDA-FS

3D coordinate point sequence, ACIS, Inventor, Parasolid, Part Modeler, Solid Edge, Solid ,
VISI SpaceClaim, STEP  Additional paid-for options: Catia V1-4, Catia V5, Creo Parametric, NX

Axis control Rotation axis, shortcut, 360-degree rounding, diameter specification, OSP limit processing

Form of special shape tools/lathe tools is specified by reading drawings or DXF, etc.

Macro support FANUC, OSP, Mitsubishi, Toshiba, etc.

WHILE multiples 27

Sub-multiple calls 10

Macro variables/system variables FANUC, Mitsubishi, Toshiba, OSP (VC*** and type 1), etc.

Supported controllers FANUC, OSP, Mitsubishi, Toshiba, Siemens (with limitations), Heidenhain (with limitations), etc.

Fixed cycle Y

Tool exchange ATC, tablet support

Movement/rotation, etc. 
of raw materials Movement, rotation, change of driving axle, scrap separation/color-coding/hiding

Raw materials Appearance/rotation of 2D form, surface, STL, solid

NC code Definition method (support for each company)

M
achining - basic specifications

Lathe
specifications

Im
port

CPU：Core i7 or above  Memory: 4GB or above  HDD：HDD: More than 2GB of space   
DVD Drive   Graphics card: NVIDIA QUADRO series (2GB or above; OpenGL support)       

Windows 7,8.1,10 (64bit)  
Professional,Enterprise,Ultimate

P
C
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Interference detection

Work and machine Holder and work Soft clash

Tool and machine Holder and machine Machine and machine

O
verload detection

Value of volume to be removed can be set when registering tools.

Mark and message are displayed in 
blocks where overload occurred.

Details of overload and real-time load 
meter.
Tool removal volume units are m㎥/min 
(cubic millimeters + minutes).

M
essage

Can detect 19 types of warnings (interference, overstroke, rapid cutting, soft clash, 
etc.) and 104 types of program errors and syntax mistakes, etc.
(Click message text to specify program locations where mistakes occurred.)

Create holder and raw material interferogram. Detect tool end and length until 
interference position. 

M
acro support

Macro text can be converted to normal NC program

Local variable Common variable Memory-type
common variable

IF,WHILE,GOTO...

2

High-speed calculation

High-speed operation with multi-core threading. 
High-speed calculation settings (animation OFF)
are possible.

Precise draw
ing

Simulation display 30 microns wide.
Display down to 0.1 microns (100 nanos) is possible.

Measurement with measuring function.
Result of 0.0333mm (33.3μm).

Special m
achine support

Support for aluminum sash processor, resin film processor, precision micro processing machines, knife cutting,
corner chisels, probe, etc.

Custom
ize Original commands can be produced, such as labor-saving commands and dedicated commands.
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Tool definition

Tools can be captured from alphacam tool route and tool files. 
Interference is detected when shank part touches work.

Ball Tapered square Tapered bull nose User defined

Trace line display

Tool trace line (locus) can be displayed.
(Line thickness can be changed.)
Also, tool center position can be calculated by combin-
ing trace line and measurement function.

It is possible to convert/output from trace line to data
such as DXF, etc.　　　　　　

D
raw

ing

Alphacam form and 
polyline can be displayed 
as drawings.

Compare product form and processing results in all directions. Cut leftovers and over-cut parts are displayed in different colors.

C
om

parison function

削り残し 削り過ぎ 切り残し加工後

5

Measure form and distance of trace lines, etc.

2-point measurement:
Display XYZ coordinate points and relative distances between
2 points.

3-point measurement:
In addition to 2-point measurement, also display arc center/
radius.

C
ross-section production

Cross-section can be produced even during simulation.  This can be 
produced by specifying coordinate points and with mouse operation.

1/4 cut (lathe)

Sub-program nesting Processing timeReal-time modal information

D
iagnosis function

NC code system is configurable rather than fixed.

Fast-forward is RAPIDFast-forward is G0

N
C

 code settings

Fast-forwards is G100

M
easurem

ent function
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Basic functions Verification functions

Display performance

基
本
機
能

●Simulation
 Capture as solid/wire/form, speed settings,

 step feed (move forward/back), break point

●Interference check
Interference check ON/OFF,
cutting raw material in fast-forward, holder raw 
material collision, soft clash, stop settings at time 
of interference, beep sound at time of interference, 
holder interference length detection

●Diagnosis
Coordinates (work, machine, local, remaining 
amount of movement), modal information,
 input signal, processing time, load detection, 
overload detection, macro variables (common 
memory type, common, local, nesting log, macro
 input/output)

●Manual movement
Manual absolute ON/OFF

●Precision settings
Display precision, arc interpolation, linear 
interpolation, axis of revolution, straight line + 
axis of revolution

●Display settings
Internal drawing/separate screen drawing, color-
coding of machining tools, color settings (parts
holder background), transparency settings,
holder hiding, 
display ON/OFF during fixture execution, 
multi-window/multi-view display, tool tracking
display function/screenshot

●Tool display
Surface/wire, tool/work movement

●Viewpoint movement
Move, zoom and pan in any direction during
simulation, and viewpoint rotation with tool end

●Cross-section display
Vertical, horizontal, arbitrary direction

●Transparency modification
Work, tool, holder, jig

●Trace function
Playback function, trace line function
(cutting feed, fast-forward, tool vector)

●Search
Tool display from NC block, 
NC block search using trace line pick

●NC data editing
1-line editing (delete change insertion),
NC data editor startup and transmission

●Precision comparison
Arbitrary direction/perpendicular direction, 
incremental solid generation, cut leftover solid
display, interference solid display, reference line
 (2D form) display for edge comparison

●Report
File output of macro variable contents specified 
during simulation

●Output of simulation results
STL output

●Measurement
Coordinates, distance between 2 points,
arc radius center coordinates from 3 points

OSP

●OSP mnemonic
Coordinate calculation part

●OSP system parameters
Partial

Development

●Create special machine settings
Aluminum sash processor, resin film processor, 
precision micro processing machines, corner
chisels, etc.

●Create customized commands
Labor-saving commands, dedicated commands,
etc.

7
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